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THE FROEBELIAN SCHOOL
Giving a Flying Start to the Citizens of Tomorrow

A message from the
Headteacher
A great deal has happened since our last
Froebelian Digest! For over 8 weeks now, our
teaching and learning has been taken out of
school and delivered online; bringing with it an
interesting mix of challenging hurdles and exciting
opportunities.
Showing truly incredible Froebelian ‘focus and
determination’, children and staﬀ have adapted to a new
style of education. The shift has demanded everyone to skill
up and engage with online platforms and video
conferencing.
Not ones born in the digital era, I have been enormously
impressed by the dexterity shown by my colleagues in
rethinking how to deliver their curricula. The children, who are generally more au fait
with all things technological, have embraced the freedoms Seesaw brings; particularly
in regard to the multifarious ways in which they can choose to present their learning.
Creating videos, compiling photo montages, explaining their thinking with voice-overs,
annotating diagrams, pictures and graphs, costumed theme days, capturing and
uploading their work and experiences are just a handful of the means through which
our amazing children have shared their knowledge, skills and understanding.
Maintaining a strong sense of community has been an important aspect of the last
two months. Bringing everyone together in some shared activities and experiences
has helped us to feel connected. Friday specials have enabled us to unite as a school
whilst being at home; with Wacky Tie Day, National ‘Share a Story’ Month, VE Day,
‘Small Steps Big Learnings’ and - our most recent - Uniform Day in aid of the NHS
Charities Together.
It may not have been the school lockdown we expected or wanted but, on
reﬂection, I think we have risen to the challenge magniﬁcently and have
beneﬁtted in ways we might have thought unimaginable just a few short
months ago.
We all hope to see you soon.

Catherine Dodds
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Home
News
The Froebelian Family has embraced keeping up
with their ﬁtness whilst learning from home;
from the regular Joe Wicks PE sessions every
morning to cycling, running, walking,
trampolining and yoga. Keep it up everyone!
Focus and determination!

Wacky Tie Day
This term the whole school remembered the late Mr John Tranmer by wearing a wacky tie. Mr Tranmer, who was
Headmaster at Froebelian for 24 years from 1991 to 2015, was famous within the Froebelian community for his
comedy taste in ties, which the whole school now celebrates annually in his memory.
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The 8 May 2020 marked 75 years since the guns
fell silent at the end of the war in Europe.
Years of carnage and destruction had come to an end and
millions of people took to the streets and pubs to celebrate
peace, mourn their loved – ones and to hope for the future,
but not forgetting those still in conflict until 15 August
when it was announced that Japan had surrendered
unconditionally to the Allies, effectively ending World War II.

The 75th anniversary provided an opportunity
to reflect on the enormous sacrifice, courage
and determination of people from all walks of
life who saw us through this dark and terrifying
period. To commemorate this important time, a
three-day international celebration that took
place from 8 May to 10 May.
Despite not all being in the same building, the
Froebelian community celebrated with poems,
artwork, wonderful red white and blue
decorations and not forgetting Mrs Dodds’
incredible ‘We’ll Meet Again’ sing-a-along.

Thank you to all of those who joined in.
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Pupil Thoughts About
Home Learning
Advantages
‘I get to
practise
my guitar
more’
‘You can
notice more
things like the
blossom on
the apple
trees’

‘I have
more
family
time’

‘I can
choose
what I want
to wear’

‘There isn’t
such a rush
in the
morning’

‘No
dinner
duty’

‘We can
take a
break
‘No
whenever
homework!’ we want’

‘I get to be
outside
more’

Disadvantages
‘I can’t play
football
with my
friends’

‘There’s no
school
‘I miss
trips’
my
‘My
teacher’
teachers
‘I miss
know
a little
‘I’m sad that
my
bit more
‘I miss the
we’re not able
friends’
than my
big
to share
parents’
playground’
birthdays’

‘I miss
school
puddings’
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A Window into our Classrooms
Form I
Form I - designed and
made a boat to ﬂoat,
adding penny weights

Lower
Kindergarten
Lower Kindergarten – got creative
with their topic on castles, knights
and dragons

Kindergarten
Kindergarten - has been
learning all about mini
beasts

Form II
Form II – have
been dressing as
Vikings with Finan
Firebeard

Form III

Transition

Form III – has been colouring by numbers
with Maths problems and even creating
their own

Transition – recreated
stories about Jesus

Remove
Remove - has been
carrying out lovely
acts of kindness
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Form IV
Form IV - went back to the
1940s to make, do or mend
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Just some of the fantastic
Rainbow pictures
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Froebelian UNIFORM Day
One of the silver linings of home learning for some pupils
has been being able to wear your own clothes every day so what a novelty it was to wear our lovely uniforms for
a day on Froebelian UNIFORM day.
It was wonderful to see the children in their Froebelian
red whilst raising £289 for NHS Charities Together.

Froebelian Pupil Supports
Burpee Challenge
As a pupil at Premier Martial Arts, West Leeds, one of our Transition pupils chose to support his instructor
Master Lam in his challenge to do 400 burpees every 4 hours for 48 hours, to raise money for the Covid-19
urgent appeal. Master Lam raised (to date) a whopping £4192.00.
You can see from the pictures just how much dedication and eﬀort went into this challenge. Amazing.
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As with all key workers, teachers and support staff have been asked to go to great
lengths to help this country step up to tackle coronavirus.
We therefore supported National Thank a Teacher Day on 20 May to make sure everyone at Froebelian is
recognised for the huge contribution they have made.
To celebrate, we asked the children to create something to surprise their teachers during virtual Form Time on 20
May. Every pupil contributed to wonderfully entertaining and moving videos, drawings, Lego models and posters.
Well done everyone and thank you.
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The Froebelian

Art Gallery
Some of our latest fantastic artworks...
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